
DAC club night report Tuesday 3rd March 2020.

Gliders.
by Greg Stanfield

20 DAC members ate lukewarm pizzas for supper when our guest speaker’s 
presentation about gliders proved so interesting that no-one wanted them to stop.

 Alwyn Smith, a DAC  life member spoke about free flight gliders and its attraction 
when people had less income available for the hobby.  They often had to develop 
gliders when engines were very expensive, and radio control was out of the 
question and quite unreliable. Alwyn displayed models he actually flew in WA and 
Queensland state championships and with which he won a number of titles. While 
showing the effects of time, they are being lovingly restored, and represent an era 
when everybody built their own models.

 Dan Davies displayed and spoke about one of the newer trends, ‘Discus Launch’ 
gliders.  (DLG). These aircraft are often manufactured in eastern european factories 
to an incredible level of precision usually beyond the capabilities of the home 



constructor. He explained the intricacies of transmitter programming to maximise the 
performance of his models, especially in transition from near vertical rocket like climb 
to gentle glide. To the uninitiated, this opened up a whole new world . It also dealt with 
the programming aspect of the hobby most of our speakers haven’t focused on.

  Greg Sleeth who tends to fly larger ‘floaters’ at DAC, then  entertained us with his 
personal insights into flying full size gliders, and showed us some great footage of 
gliders he has flown and places he has seen from the cockpit. His description of 
the different capabilities and some of the flight duration records of these craft was 
captivating. It certainly made us envious.

Mark Bishop displayed and explained the role of electric powered ‘foamies” which very 
effectively bridge the gap between gliders and the faster twitchier powered models.

 New club member Heiko then spoke of his experience of  full size Hang gliding, 
mainly in South Africa. The footage shown and anecdotes related ; proved that it takes 
a brave, very capable man to take his life in his hands flying one of these adrenalin 
stirring machines. His explanation of some of the construction details was also 
enlightening, including some of the comparisons between the hand gliders and our 
models.

 It was a great night, marred only by the fact that it didn’t go a couple of hours longer.




















